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15th November 2021
U14 Netball vs GSAL B
Gateways 8 – 4 GSAL B

U14 Netball vs GSAL
Gateways 13 – 2 GSAL C

The U14’s started a busy week with a double LSNA league fixture against GSAL. Already
having one win in the league, the girls knew what to expect in terms of the opposition ability
and the sort of performance they needed to put in. Taking a big squad to these fixtures had a
huge benefit as it meant we were able to rotate players to avoid fatigue and play different
combinations to challenge the opposition. The girls put in a big team performance and effort,
particularly Jemima Land, Adina Lee and Leah Serr who played majority of the quarters to
maintain consistency. Opposition player of the match vs GSAL B was awarded to Leah Serr
and Adina Lee was given player of the match vs GSAL C.

17th November 2021
U14 Netball vs Prince Henry’s Grammar
Gateways 9 – 12 Prince Henry’s Grammar
Back for another fixture with U14 netball this week taking it to 3 fixtures in a week. This
fixture started with a little of the unknown as Prince Henry’s Grammar had not played a
league match yet and therefore the girls didn’t know what to expect so they were able to just
focus on themselves. The girls grew into the game after a slow start and Amelia Bilmen
managed to put pressure on the opposition GS to tip and intercept the ball often to help the
girls to win the final quarter of the game. This game was played in great contest and we look
forward to playing Prince Henry’s Grammar School in future fixtures. Leah Serr was awarded
opposition player of the match.
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17th November 2021
U15 Netball vs Prince Henry’s Grammar
Gateways 27 - 11 Prince Henry’s Grammar

The U15’s had their first outing in their netball dresses for another league match. Previous
scores highlighted the opposition were strong in attack after scoring 41 goals in a single
netball game. The girls went out hard in the first quarter and played the game perfectly by
looking after their centre passes and using turnovers wisely for extra goals. Colleen Ray
worked hard at WD to put pressure on her opposition to force errors. Lucy Dyer, Millie Edge
and Pippa Holmes worked together to move the ball in attack to Izzy Dyer in the shooting
circle who rarely missed and therefore, Izzy Dyer was selected opposition player of the match.
Well done on another win girls!!

18th November 2021
U15 Netball vs Wolfreton
Gateways 41 -10 Wolfreton
This game was the 2nd round of the Sisters in Sport competition. The girls had a big challenge
on their hands before the game started as we had not previously played this school and it was
a lot of unknown opposition players. The U15s took on this challenge head on and were more
than prepared for the opposition by showing their flare but precision to move the ball at
speed through the attack. Lucy Dyer and Izzy Dyer combined effortlessly to push the U15
team well ahead. Elle Johnson, Chloe Brogan, Colleen Ray and Sienna Cooper worked hard in
defence to turn over the ball early and limit the number of chances the opposition had. To
score 41 goals in a 40-minute netball game is a fantastic effort as we now move onto the next
round.
Pic below…
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18th November 2021
U12 Netball vs Prince Henry’s Grammar
Gateways 1 - 24 Prince Henry’s Grammar
The U12s struggled to get the ball flowing in this game. It began with the ball pinging up and
down the court which drained the players of their energy early on. The girls did develop into
the game by making drives into space and we now just need to work on the accuracy and
strength of our passes to reach each other. In comparison to previous games, the girls did
have more shooting opportunities and were communicating with each other about the
improvements they could make each quarter to become stronger as a team.

18th November 2021
U13 Netball vs Prince Henry’s Grammar
Gateways 4 - 18 Prince Henry’s Grammar
The girls were nervous going into this match as their previous game they struggled to get the
ball down the court. The first 2 quarters started off really well as the girls were working
together to intercept the ball and pass into space. U13’s were just narrowly behind going into
half time. Amelia Sims worked hard against a tall shooter to challenge her and often came up
with the ball. Francesca Marsh was awarded player of the match by the opposition for some
fantastic interceptions and tips. The girls now just need to work on keeping their feet still and
not looking so panicked when they have the ball in hand as the options will come available to
them within the 3 seconds.
Miss Jade Preston

